Scripture Hero Search

Look up the scripture to find out which scripture hero goes in each blank. Check your answers on page 39.

**A Hero’s Way**

By Amanda Hill

I want to be like (1)______________________, (1 Nephi 3:7)
With power to obey,
Or maybe like (2)_______________________, (Mosiah 11:20)
With truth that I must say.

Perhaps I’ll be like (3)_______________ (Alma 19:16)
And spread the joyous news,
Or serve the Lord like (4)______________, (Alma 17:25-39)
Who not a sheep did lose,

Courageous like (5)______________, (Alma 46:11-12)
With banner at his side,
Or the other (6)______________, (Mormon 8:1, 4)
Who had the plates to hide.

I open up the scriptures
And read from day to day.
The Book of Mormon shows me
How to walk a hero’s way.

**What made each of the people above a true hero? Use the clues to find out!**

Number 3 ran from ___________________ to ___________________ to spread the news (see Alma 19:17).

What Number 4 brought to the king (see Alma 17:39): __________________________________

What Number 5 called his banner (see Alma 46:11-12): ____________________________________________

Number 1’s favorite scripture prophet (see 2 Nephi 25:5): ____________________________________________

Number 2 died by _______________________ (see Mosiah 17:13–15).

Write down just the first letter of your answers:  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___.

Now unscramble the letters!  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___